Guardians:

Lt. Amzenki, recovering from hearing what he believes is a message about the ambassador, turns his X-Wing and heads for the coordinates given.  "Let's move it guardians, it's time to rock and roll. You wanted your chance, Garan, here it is," he shouts into the comm.

{This is Commander Genfore to Guardian Leader.  You are cleared to engage the TIE's for the purpose of defense only.  Do not, repeat, do not fire unless your ships or the speeders are fired upon.}

"This is Guardian Leader," Amzenki responds, "orders acknowledged."


The Commander:

As soon as the X-wings move off to intercept the TIE's, a broadcast cuts through all of the holoscreens set up for the parade show a shaky view from the back of a speeder.  Above the speeder, gaining fast, as the easily recognizable forms of TIE fighters.

{This is Tehl Dashwood  - Senior Aide in the New Republic Diplomatic Corps. We have just rescued Ambassador Justinian from Imperial forces and are being pursued.  People of Corellia - a full and thorough investigation into this matter is imperative.  We are not being chased by the Triad.  This is the work of someone on Corellia itself.}

The message repeats itself 3 times and then switches off.

The Commander shouts, "Diplomatic party, back to the shuttle.  We need to get out of here now."

Into his comlink, the Commander says, "This is Commander Genfore to the Dove.  Prepare for lift off and evasion of pursuers.  We'll be there shortly."

{Confirmed Commander.  Dove I preparing to lift off upon your arrival.}

Lieutenant Runaar, between getting the diplomatic party into the speeders and watching the now-panicked crowd for danger, shouts into his comlink, "This is Lieutenant Runaar to the Liberty.  Be advised that there are an unconfirmed number of TIE's on the surface and there might be danger in orbit."

{This is Captain Nadur, please confirm safe retrieval of the package.}

"The package has been retrieved," Lt. Runaar responds, "Repeat, the package has been retrieved."


The Liberty:

Captain Nadur, having received Lt. Runaar's warning, sounds the alert.  "Comm," he says, "get me General Bel Iblis."

"Aye, sir." replies Rata Uhura, "The general is on the line."

"General," Nadur begins, "we have just received word that the Ambassador has been freed, but the retrieval team is being pursued by several TIE's.  I don't know if our shuttle will be able to reach them."

{Don't worry, Captain.  We'll send out our fighters and an armed shuttle to retrieve them.}

"Thank you, sir."

In the middle of Nadur's response, 10 New Republic Capital Ships hyper into orbit and immediately deploy fighters.


The Defiance:

"All ships report safe entry, sir."

"Thank you, Captain," replies the Corellian General, "Please give me a broad band transmission."

"Transmission ready, General."

"This is General Garm Bel Iblis in command of the New Republic Fleet orbiting Corellia.  To all hostile forces: Cease and desist all action against New Republic diplomatic staff.  This is your only warning."

"Get me the Liberty," the general says to the communications officer.

"Liberty on, General."

"Liberty and crew, this is General Bel Iblis.  Take no action against any hostiles unless fired upon.  We are sending fighters down to escort the Ambassadors off planet."


The Commander:

After seeing the broadcast from Tehl, the Commander shouts into his comlink, "Commander to Liberty, RED ALERT!  Captain Nadur, weapons hot!  Get the ship in position to provide cover and the fastest possible recovery of Dove.  Fire upon anyone who fires at our people."

As everyone is being hustled over to the speeders, the commander unsnaps the guard on his holster and turns to the Diktat.

"Diktat Gritar, it would appear that the Triad have been used as a distraction by the Empire.  The accusations of Ambassador Justinian's aide are serious and potentially exaggerated.  They will be investigated. However, the Republic is still at war with the remnants of the Empire." 

"My men are being fired upon.  I gesture upwards as the Guardians peel out and address the next comments to the CorSec and CDF commanders.  They will defend themselves.  I request your assistance in defending them from our common enemy.  You will kindly provide us with immediate transport back to our shuttle.  Ambassador, Lieutenant, let's go."

The Diktat grabs Genfore as he starts down the stairs.  "Commander, I think you'd be safer in my bunker until this blows over," he says.

Runaar "gently" removes the Diktat's hand.  "The commander is needed back on board the ship."  He then hustles Genfore and the ambassador off toward the waiting speeder that will take them to the shuttle.

As he heads down the stairs, Genfore speaks into his comlink.  "Dashwood: Eyeball count, please." 

{Commander, Ghaloon here, currently 10 to 15 eyeballs.  be advised sir, Diktat is a duck, I repeat, Diktat is a DUCK.}


Guardians:

{Guardian Leader, this is CorSec Five.  We've got an operative on one of those speeders.  Hope you don't mind some company.}

"Not at all, CorSec," Amzenki replies, "Just hope you don't mind if I take out the TIE's first though."


The Shuttle:

The Commander, as he jogs into the shuttle's command center, asks, "How far are we from the TIE's and speeders?"

Erilla, who is the only one present, answers, "About 5 klicks, sir." 

"Will Bel Iblis' people  reach them first?" the Commander asks.  


"Too close to call," Erilla answers.

"Can you tell me how many TIE's we're dealing with and how many fighters Bel Iblis sent?" asks Genfore.  


Erilla checks the shuttles sensors and responds, "Looks like a wing of TIE's and about the same in mixed fighters heading down."

Genfore sits down in a rear seat and asks, "And who's he got with him up there anyway?"

Runaar, sitting in the copilot's chair, responds, "Sensors count about 10 Capital Ships, including the Defiance, which I assume to be the flagship."

Genfore, turning on the comm, says, "Guardians, you heard the General.  Three and Four - cover Dove."

A muffled Damn comes over the comm but both acknowledge.

"We've got Three and Four inbound for us, Commander,"  says Runaar.

Turning back to the comm,  Genfore says, "General, Commander Genfore, Liberty II.  My compliments and thanks for the assist.  We are outbound from Coronet City - can your people make the pickup before us?  Please advise."
                          

{This is Bel Iblis.  Pick up time is currently unknown as we have fighters inbound.  It'll be a race.}

"We're up," Erilla says, "and starting on an intercept course for the speeders."


Guardians:

"Coming up on the TIE's," Zir says into his comm, "looks like some are trying to intercept up.  CorSec, we'll blow through them and get the ones on the speeders.  You stay back here and clean up the others."

{Copy, Guardian Leader.  Good luck.}

Switching over to his wingman's channel, Zir says, "OK, Izek, shields full front."  A double click on the comm shows that Guardian Two has acknowledged.

Switching all his shields forward, Zir plows through the line of TIE's that turned to intercept the X-Wings, blasting one out of the sky.  He then heads for the ground and skims along until he gets to the speeders, where he pulls back on the stick, and shoots into the path of a chasing TIE.  He fires and destroys it.  The other TIE heads away from the speeders and the Guardians give chase.  The TIE dodges and weaves, avoiding shots from Guardian One, but eventually gets hit by bolts from Guardian Two, and it crashes into the mountain.

"Nice shooting, Two," says Zir, "Now let's get back and finish the others off."

Zir switches back to the CorSec frequency and catches the end of a broadcast.

{Six, get out of there!  You've lost your shields.}

{I can take him.  I just need to AARRRRRRGGGGGHHHHH!}

{We've lost Six.}

"Let's get 'em, Izek."

Zir bears down on one and destroys it.  The remaining TIE's are destroyed with no further loss.

"My scanners show no other TIE's down here," says Zir, "Izek, you stay down here with the CorSec guys.  Protect the speeders until the shuttles get here.  I'm heading to orbit."

Zir pulls back on his stick and heads for the space battle while Guardian Two lands next to the speeders.


The Speeders:

Izek jumps out of the second speeder and heads for his X-Wing.  "Open up, Gate," he calls, "I'm coming aboard."

As Izek climbs up the ladder, Tehl and Ghaloon get out of the speeder.

"Thanks for your help, Izek," Tehl says, "I don't think we'd have made it without you."

"Just doing my job," Izek responds, "but thanks."

Izek puts his helmet on and starts the lift off procedure.  "I need to get to the Lieutenant before he realizes he doesn't have the right astromech."

Izek takes off and heads to a patrol position.  When the shuttles arrive, he heads skyward to join up with Zir.

"He has the potential to make a powerful Jedi," Ghaloon says, "I hope he decides to attend the Academy."

"I don't think he's the type," Tehl says, "No offense."

"None taken, my friend," Ghaloon responds, "Now let's get Forty out of that speeder and on to a shuttle."

The Commander comes down the ramp on the Dove and looks at the group.  "Dashwood and Ghaloon, I want you two to take the Ambassador onto the shuttle from the Defiance.  Have them treat her in their medical bay and we'll send the Dove over for you.  The rest of you, into the Dove now.  I want to get back to the Liberty."  


The Commander strides back up the ramp and Zedd says his good-byes. "I'll be in touch after the Diktat is apprehended.  Make sure he doesn't leave on his private shuttle."

Zedd gets into the lead speeder and heads back to the city.

Guardians:

Zir speeds up to the battle in space and switches to the fighter frequency.  "I hope you guys don't mind some help."

{Not at all, Zir.  Nice to have you back.}

"Bentz, is that you?"

{Sure is.  High Flight wouldn't miss this party.}

"Great to be flying with you guys again.  Let's blind some Eyeballs."

Zir enters the combat with 2 squadrons of X-Wings and 1 squadron of A-Wings.  The three squadrons and the Liberty have eliminated most of the TIE's, but Zir manages to increase his kill total.  "Nine TIE's in one battle," he says,  "Not bad."

{Lead, this is Two.  Miss me?}

"Nice to have you back, Izek," Zir responds, "Everything go alright planetside?"

{Yes, sir.  How about heading home?}

"My feelings exactly.  Liberty, this is Guardian Leader, request permission to land."

{Permission denied Guardian Leader.  We have a shuttle outbound from the planet and we need it disabled.  You're our best chance of doing that.}

"Copied Liberty, but it'll be tricky."

Looking at his sensor board, Zir realizes that the only way for them to reach the shuttle it to go full throttle with s-foils closed.  "Izek, close s-foils and drop all energy into thrust."

{Copy, Lead.  Heading out.}

"OK, Frosty, same with us.  All energy into engines."

[Acknowledged.]

The Guardians race after the shuttle.  Zir switches to a broad band transmission, "Unidentified shuttle, stop your engines and prepare to be boarded."  The shuttle does not respond.

When they catch up with the shuttle, Zir tries again, "Unidentified shuttle, this is your final warning.  Stop your engines or we will fire."

In response, the shuttle opens fire on the Guardians.  Zir attempts to dodge but is hit.  All of his systems are knocked out and his X-Wing is sent hurtling through space, uncontrolled.  "Forty, get my directional control back on line!"

[I will.  Give me some time.]

"Now, dammit!  What's wrong with you?"

[I'm not Forty!  It'll take me awhile to get these things done!]

"What do you mean, you're not Forty?"

[I'm R2-M2, now shut up and let me work!]

"WHAT!?!?!"

Izek, meanwhile, has lined up the shuttle's hyperdrive in his targeting system.  "I hope this works," he says, pulling the trigger.  As the laser bolts hit the shuttle, blue lightning flies over its hull.

"I did it!" Izek shouts, "I ionized its controls!"  Switching to the tactical frequency, Izek signals the Liberty, "Liberty, this is Guardian Two.  The shuttle has been disabled, Guard Guardian One is in need of immediate rescue."

{Copied, Guardian Two.  We'll  be there shortly.}


The Hanger Bay:

Guardian Leader, having been pulled in by the Liberty's tractor beam, gets out of his X-Wing and yells, "Where's that good for nothing droid of mine!?!"  He stomps off down the corridor to try and find Forty.


The Bridge:

Commander Genfore is taking to General Bel Iblis.  "So the shuttle had the wives but not the men we wanted?"

{That's correct, Commander.  It seems that the shuttle was being piloted by remote control.  The women claim that their husbands took a different shuttle and said that they would meet in deep space and transfer over to the Diktat's private shuttle, which the women were on when they were captured.}

"So, we lost them."

{It appears so.  Now Corellia is in leaderless, for the time being.  I'd like you and your people to stay to help with the negotiations between the leading factions.}

"We'd be honored, sir."



